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Intuition : AdS3 (Einstein gravity)
Spectrum

(Lorentzian signature)

:

AdS3 , conical defects/excesses and the BTZ black holes
Holographic gravitons Ø Boundary stress-tensor
AdS3 /Defects/BTZ with Virasoro hair :
ˆ
˙ˆ
˙
´
´
2
`
`
2
2 dr
`
2 L´ px qdx
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2 L` px qdx
ds “ ` 2 ´ rdx ´ `
rdx ´ `
.
r
r
r
Two not so well-known properties :
Two Virasoro charges Ln , L̄n are conserved everywhere
in the bulk (“symplectic symmetry”)
AdS3 with Virasoro hair admits a sort of defect which
sources the Virasoro charges
Main objective : Describe Minkowski and Schwarzschild with
BMS (soft) hair.
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The essentials on the BMS group
The BMS group is the Asymptotic Symmetry Group of 4d
Asymptotically flat spacetimes at past and future null infinity.

i+

i+
i0
i0

The BMS group contains the Poincaré group as a subgroup.
It contains an infinite set of commuting supertranslations.
[Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner, 1962] [Sachs, 1962]
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The BMS group is the group of diﬀeomorphisms which
preserve physically motivated boundary conditions
written in a convenient gauge
are associated with non-trivial canonical charges
Physically motivated boundary conditions mean :
admitting the Kerr metric and gravitational waves
with finite and well-defined canonical charges
with positive energy
allowing to describe memory eﬀects

[Zeldovich, Polnarev, 1974]

[Christodoulou, 1991]

allowing for small perturbations to decay (non-linear
stability) [Christodoulou, Klainerman, 1993]
allowing to describe a semi-classical S-matrix which
obeys all known theorems [Weinberg, 1965] [Cachazo, Strominger, 2014]
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The BMS algebra and its representation
BMS » sop3, 1q i Supertranslations
The supertranslation symmetry vectors read as
Tpθ, φqBu ` . . .
The lowest spherical harmonics of Tpθ, φq correspond to
translations, e.g. around Minkowski
1
sin θBθ .
r
The higher spherical harmonics lead to supertranslations.
Bz “ ´ cos θBu ` cos θBr ´

BMS invariance is spontaneously broken. The boundary
conditions lead to an order parameter : the supertranslation
field Cpθ, φq which shifts under supertranslations as
δT Cpθ, φq “ Tpθ, φq.
[He, Lysov, Mitra, Strominger, 2014]
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The memory eﬀects
The constraints of Einstein’s equations imply at I` :

[Frauendiener,

1992] [Geroch, Winicour, 1981] [Strominger, Zhiboedov, 2014]

ż u1
1 2 2
´ ∇ p∇ ` 2qpC|u2 ´ C|u1 q “ m|u2 ´ m|u1 `
duTuu ,
4
u2
1
matter
s.
Tuu ” Nzz Nzz ` 4πG lim rr 2 Tuu
rÑ8
4
The supertranslation field Cpθ, φq is eﬀectively shifted by a
supertranslation after the passage of radiation.
This conservation law leads to the memory eﬀects : the
geodesic deviation vector sA , A “ θ, φ gets shifted
sA |u2 ´ sA |u1 „

1 A
B BB pC|u2 ´ C|u1 qsB
r

and leads to a finite relative displacement and a finite time
shift of inertial detectors. [Zeldovich, Polnarev, 1974] [Christodoulou, 1991].
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The extended BMS algebra
[Barnich, Troessaert, 2010]

Ext BMS » Superrotations˚ i Supertranslations˚
where
Superrotations˚ » Vir˚ ‘ Vir˚ ,
Supertranslations˚ » Regular supert. ‘ Meromorphic supert.
The Lorentz subalgebra
sop3, 1q » slp2, Rq ‘ slp2, Rq Ă Vir˚ ‘ Vir˚
is generated by global conformal transformations on the
sphere. The rest of the algebra has generators which contain
meromorphic functions, δz “ Rz pzq, with poles on S2 .
G. Compère (ULB)
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The extended BMS algebra : comments
The algebra is not realized as asymptotic symmetry algebra,
at least in the standard sense :
The Kerr black hole has infinite meromorphic
supertranslation charges. [Barnich, Troessaert, 2010]
Minkowski with superrotation hair has negative energy.
[G.C., Long, 2016]

The superrotations still have a role to play :
Superrotation charges are finite and can be non-trivial
[Barnich, Troessaert, 2011] [Flanagan, Nichols, 2015] [G.C., Long, 2016]

The subleading soft graviton theorem has been related to
the Ward identity of the superrotation algebra [Kapec, Lysov,
Pasterski, Strominger, 2014] [Campiglia, Laddha, 2015]
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Building BMS vacua/black holes
Algorithm :
Start with Minkowski/Schwarzschild spacetime.
Write a generic change of coordinates xµ Ñ x1µ which
exponentiates the infinitesimal change of coordinates
x1µ “ xµ ` ξ µ ` . . . where ξ µ is a generic supertranslation `
superrotation vector field at I`
Solve for the finite change of coordinates at each order in
the asymptotic radial expansion such that
Bxβ
Bxα
gµν “ Bx
fits in BMS gauge.
1 µ ηαβ
Bx1 ν
Resum the infinite radial expansion.
Rewrite the final metric in closed and beautiful form.
The result is the BMS orbit of Minkowski/Schwarzschild
spacetime. It is the representation of the BMS group on the
bulk metric.
G. Compère (ULB)
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The Poincaré vacua of Einstein gravity
The vacuum metric with supertranslation field only is
ds2 “ ´dt2 ` dx2s ` dys2 ` dzs2 “ ´dt2 ` dρ2 ` gAB dθA dθB ,
where θA “ θ, φ and
gAB “ pρ ´ Cq2 γAB ´ 2pρ ´ CqDA DB C ` DA DE CDB DE C,
“ pργAC ´ DA DC C ´ γAC Cqγ CD pργDB ´ DD DB C ´ γDB Cq
Under a supertranslation,
δT Cpθ, φq “ Tpθ, φq.
It admits 10 Killing vectors. We checked that the 10 Poincaré
charges are zero ñ Poincaré vacua.
All supertranslation charges are zero.
G. Compère (ULB)
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The Poincaré vacua of Einstein gravity
The vacua are non-trivial in the sense that they admit
canonical charges : superrotation charges
˙
ˆ
ż
1
1
EF
EB
2
A 1
QR “ ´
D pC C q ` CAB DE C
d ΩR
4G S
8 A EF
2
where CAB “ ´2DA DB C ` γAB D2 C.

[Barnich, Troessaert, 2011]

Even thought the superrotation transformation δz “ Rz pzq,
δ z̄ “ Rz̄ pz̄q admit poles, the superrotation charges are finite.
There is therefore an obstruction in the bulk at shrinking the
surface of integration ñ Bulk defect.
Maybe our universe is patched with such vacua ?
How to characterize the bulk defects ?
G. Compère (ULB)
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Supertranslation horizon

The static coordinates pt, ρ, θ, φq of the vacua
ds2 “ ´dt2 ` dρ2 ` gAB dθA dθB ,
break down where DetpgAB q “ 0.
This location ρ “ ρSH pθ, φq defines the supertranslation
horizon.
The defect should be at or beyond the supertranslation
horizon.
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Isometric embedding of the supertranslation
horizon
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Finite supertranslation diﬀeomorphism
ds2 “ ´dts2 ` dρ2s ` γAB dθsA dθsB “ ´dt2 ` dρ2 ` gAB dθA dθB
The finite diﬀeomorphism from Minkowski to the vacua is
ts “ t ` Cp0,0q ,
b
ρs “
pρ ´ C ` Cp0,0q q2 ` DA CDA C,
zs “

pz ” cot

θ iφ
e q
2

pPythagoras1 ruleq

pz ´ z̄´1 qpρ ´ C ` Cp0,0q q ` pz ` z̄´1 qpρs ´ zBz C ´ z̄Bz̄ Cq
.
2pρ ´ C ` Cp0,0q q ` p1 ` zz̄qpz̄Bz̄ C ´ z̄´1 Bz Cq

When C is a combination of the 4 lowest spherical harmonics,
it is the change between spherical coordinates to other
spherical coordinates at a translated origin.
Supertranslation diﬀeomorphisms are generalization of
“spatially translating the origin of coordinates”.
G. Compère (ULB)
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Vacua with superrotation field
The metric with supertranslation and superrotation fields can
also be constructed from a combined finite supertranslation
and superrotation diﬀeomorphism from Minkowski with in
particular z Ñ Gpzq ` Opr ´1 q.
The Bondi mass decreases with retarded time u,
1
Bu M “ ´ T AB TAB
8
where the traceless, divergence-free tensor is
Tzz “

Bz3 G 3pBz2 Gq2
´
Bz G
2pBz Gq2

ñ Unbounded negative energy.
ñ Discard by imposing the Dirichlet boundary condition
Tzz “ 0.
ñ Only Lorentz transformations are asymptotic symmetries
G. Compère (ULB)
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Schwarzschild with BMS hair
The final static (J “ 0) metric after spherical gravitational
collapse, if analytic, is diﬀeomorphic to the Schwarzschild
metric. [No hair theorems]
[Carter, Hawking, Robinson, 1971-1975] [Chrusciel, Costa, 2008] [Alexakis, Ionescu, Klainerman, 2009]

A loophole of no hair theorems is that the diﬀeomorphism
might be singular inside the event horizon, so the black hole
can carry superrotation charges which characterize the
classical vacuum.
Proposal : there might be a non-trivial supertranslation field
Cpθ, φq at the end of the collapse.
Two questions :
What is the metric gµν pM, Cpθ, φqq ?
How does the supertranslation field Cpθ, φq compares to
the final mass M ?
G. Compère (ULB)
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The Schwarzschild metric
It admits Weyl conformally flat sections. This is manifest in
isotropic coordinates pt, ρs , θs , φs q :
´
ds2 “ ´ ´

1´

M
2ρs

1`

M
2ρs

¯2
ˆ
˙
¯
M 4´ 2
A
B
2
1
`
dρ
`
γ
dθ
dθ
dt
`
¯2
AB
s
2ρs

where
γAB dθA dθB “ dθs2 ` sin2 θs dφ2s ,
ρs “ 8 at spatial infinity
M
ρs “
at the event horizon
2
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The Schwarzschild metric embedded in the
BMS supertranslation vacuum

ds

2

´
1´
“ ´´
1`

M
2ρs
M
2ρs

¯2
ˆ

M
¯2 dt ` 1 `
2ρs
2

˙4 ´

dρ2 ` gAB dθA dθB

¯

where
gAB “ pργAC ´ DA DC C ´ γAC Cqγ CD pργDB ´ DD DB C ´ γDB Cq
ρ2s “ pρ ´ Cq2 ` DA CDA C
Remarks :
When C “ 0, this is Schwarzschild
Obtained by finite supertranslation diﬀeomorphism
The non-trivial Poincaré charges are just the energy M
There are superrotation charges quadratic in C
G. Compère (ULB)
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A bound from weak cosmic censorship
This is a competition between the supertranslation horizon
and the infinite redshift surface.
gtt „ p1 ´

M 2
q ,
2ρs

ρ2s “ pρ ´ Cq2 ` DA CDA C.

When C ! M, this is a slightly distorted Schwarzschild
black hole
2

When DA CDA C ą M4 , there is no infinite redshift surface
in the coordinate patch.
We argued that weak cosmic censorship requires the bound
DA CDA C ď

G. Compère (ULB)
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How much supertranslation hair ?
What is the final value of Cpθ, φq ?

It depends upon the fluxes and Bondi mass at I` and I´ and
boundary conditions at spatial infinity.
G. Compère (ULB)
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How much supertranslation hair ?
Assuming boundary conditions on radiation
, Einstein’s equations give

[Christodoulou, Klainerman,

1993]

1
´ ∇2 p∇2 ` 2qpC|final pθ, φq ´ ∆C8 ´ C|in pπ ´ θ, φ ` πqq
4
ż `8
ż `8
“ m|final ´ m|in `
duTuu pθ, φq ´
dvTvv pπ ´ θ, φ ` πq
´8

´8

This is the global angle-dependent energy conservation law
for asymptotically flat spacetimes. [Geroch, Winicour, 1980] [Strominger,
Zhiboedov, 2014]

Assuming ∆C8 “ 0, spherically symmetric collapse of a null
shell ñ C|final “ 0 (metric described by Vaidya metric).
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How much supertranslation hair ?
Non-spherically symmetric collapse of a null shell is
constrained by the null energy condition
Tvv pθ, φq ě 0.
Assuming all matter is incoming at v “ 0,
ř
ˆ
˙
M ` M Pl,m Yl,m pθ, φq
´3
Tvv “
` Opr q δpvq
4πr 2
we get the constraint
ÿ
Pl,m Yl,m pθ, φq ě ´1.
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How much supertranslation hair ?
In the ideal case (no outgoing radiation, no initial mass, only
ingoing collapsing radiation) and assuming ∆C8 “ 0, the
solution to the global energy conservation law is
Cpθ, φq “ M

ÿ
`ě2,m

4p´1q`
P Y pθ, φq “ OpM1 q
p` ´ 1q`p` ` 1qp` ` 2q l,m l,m

with the constraint
ÿ

Pl,m Yl,m pθ, φq ě ´1.

This leads to the bound (checked numerically) :
DA CDA C ď

G. Compère (ULB)
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Summary
We constructed the supertranslation orbit of Minkowski
and identified the metrics as Poincaré vacua with a
defect carrying superrotation charge which is hidden
at/behind the supertranslation horizon.
Superrotations do not belong to the asymptotic symmetry
group since they would lead to unbounded negative
energy but superrotation charges are well-defined.
In the center-of-mass frame, supertranslations are
spatial, except the zero mode (i.e. time translation).
We proposed a new final state of collapse : the
Schwarzschild black hole with supertranslation hair. The
hair is soft, non-linear, and Op~0 q. With one caveat (the
boundary conditions at spatial infinity), the final hair is
computable from past history of evolution and collapse
and is OpMq.
Much physics and maths remains to be understood.
G. Compère (ULB)
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